Upstream Tax Analyzer
Moving forward with innovative technology
Oil & gas tax

Introduction
Background
Tax depletion, depreciation, and amortization are important
components of the tax compliance, provision, and planning
processes for upstream oil & gas companies. Tax departments often
spend significant time gathering data and preparing calculations
rather than analyzing results.
The need for a new solution
Many companies still use spreadsheets to calculate tax cost recovery.
Others are using outdated custom modules within their ERP system
that now require manual manipulations outside the system.
Spreadsheets can require numerous manual processes that can
result in issues with data quality, version control, and computational
accuracy and more frequently now are creating control weaknesses.
As upstream companies continue to modify their portfolio of
properties, these inefficiencies in maintaining tax basis records
become more difficult and time-consuming.
What if you could

About Deloitte
Our people:
Deloitte’s US oil & gas practice, centered in Houston, Texas, includes approximately 800 practitioners.
Deloitte’s global network of oil & gas professionals consists of more than 2,500 practitioners.
What we offer:
•• A distinct perspective towards technology and solutions
•• Professionals dedicated to the oil & gas industry
•• A keen focus on timely and thoughtful delivery of results
•• Consistency and continuity
•• Extensive experience in IRS defense and benefits sustention. Our deliverables are designed to provide
documentation for IRS examination

Our services and Upstream Tax Analyzer technology help oil & gas clients:

•• Reduce the cycle time to maintain upstream tax basis recovery
•• Use a database to support tax basis of assets and
•• Spend more time on tax analysis and scenario planning?
Deloitte can help.

Reduce tax department
resources required
for the annual tax
compliance process

Deloitte’s Upstream Tax Analyzer technology
Deloitte’s Upstream Tax Analyzer, a proprietary technology,
enhances and streamlines how tax depletion calculations and other
related attributes are calculated and analyzed for upstream oil & gas
companies.

As used in this document, “Deloitte” means Deloitte Tax LLP, a subsidiary of Deloitte LLP. Please see
www.deloitte.com/us/about for a detailed description of our legal structure. Certain services may not be
available to attest clients under the rules and regulations of public accounting.

Identify common data
issues even before
performing calculations

Enhance the speed,
quality, and accuracy
of their cost recovery
calculations

Develop custom tax
scenarios for transaction
planning and IRS
examinations

Overview of Deloitte’s Upstream Tax Analyzer
The Upstream Tax Analyzer is an internet-facing technology housed in a secure
environment on Deloitte servers to maintain the integrity and privacy of data. Some
of the features and calculations in the Upstream Tax Analyzer are listed below.
Features
•• Efficient setup process for new clients as well as existing clients that are
acquisitive
•• Flexible data import process:
–– No need to manually consolidate information into pre-formatted templates
–– Ability to save mappings for efficient data import from standardized system
reports
–– Automated conversion of imported data to standardized units of measurement
–– Automated data validation to identify possible issues even before calculations
are run
•• Allocation and aggregation of data imported at different levels (e.g. allocation of
lease level data to well level, aggregation of well level data to lease level, etc.)
•• Microsoft® Reports for easy review
•• Automated diagnostics and calculation analytics to help identify areas of interest
Tax calculations
•• Cost depletion with 105% safe harbor
•• Percentage depletion
–– Net income limitation and overhead allocation
–– Barrel per day limitation
–– 65% taxable income limitation
•• Leasehold tax basis tracking
•• Fixed asset rollforward and calculation of units of production (UOP) depreciation

•• Intangible Drilling Costs (IDC)
–– IDC Preference, including excess IDC and Net Income from Oil & Gas (NIOG)
–– IDC amortization
–– Capitalized IDC tracking
–– Cumulative expensed IDC tracking
•• Oklahoma and Louisiana state calculations
•• Calculation and reporting logic built specifically for corporations, partnerships, integrated
taxpayers, and independent produers.

Our process
Collect Data: Deloitte practitioners work with the client
to set up the data structure in the application and request
the relevant data as needed. Data needed for depletion
calculations is often located in multiple disparate systems
(cost information from one source, production data by
property from a revenue reporting application, oil and gas
reserve data from an engineering database, etc.).

Run Calculations: After data has been imported,
computation parameters are selected and tax
calculations are run.

Import Data and Data Validation: Our flexible import process
allows us to efficiently map and import the data received so that our
clients don’t have to spend time populating pre-formatted templates or
manually modifying data files. Validation checks will be run during this
process to determine if there are possible issues with the data.

Review Reports/Analytics: The reports generated
are exported to Microsoft® Excel Workbooks to allow
for easy review of calculation detail. Deloitte’s analytics
dashboards display these results, allowing clients to
identify areas of interest, and drilldown into details
where needed.

Review Diagnostics: To the extent that diagnostics
generated by the Upstream Tax Analyzer identify any
areas of potential interest, these areas are brought to
your attention.
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